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MESSAGE FROM 
NILO HAQ

Thank you for enrolling for my online makeup classes! My 

aim with these classes is simple – to share with everyone my 

knowledge and techniques that I’ve learned over the years 

in a way where it is applicable to YOUR daily life! I hope you 

absorb as much as possible from these classes and this work-

book, because from the exact products used to techniques 

that I took years to master – I’m sharing it all! 
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M O D U L E  0 1 

INTRODUCTION TO MAKEUP ARTISTRY AND FOUNDATIONS

In this module – we talk products! From concealers to brow pencils and everything in between – following 

are some of Nilo’s top product recommendations. This is not a ‘must-buy’ list – rather a comprehensive list 

of products for you to look back onwhen you’re in the market for some new makeup!

Makeup Forever 
108 Foundation 

Brush

great for an air-
brushed finish

MAC 287 
Concealer Brush

awesome for smaller 
areas

MAC Oval Three 
Synthetic Brush

wonderful for nose 
contour

MAC 129 
Synthetic Powder/

Blush Brush

MAC 129 
Synthetic Powder/

Blush Brush

literally blends for 
you!

Makeup Forever 
274 Double Ended 
Eye Shadow Brush

stiffness works 
well for gel/cream 

products

MAC 109 
Synthetic Small 
Contour Brush

perfect shape for 
contour!

MAC 239 
Synthetic Eye 
Shader Brush

Bobbi Brown Ultra 
Fine Eye Liner 

Brush

use it as a lip brush

Huda Beauty Eye 
Shadow Brush

Morphe M170 
Oval Lip Brush

MAC 195 
Synthetic 

Concealer Brush

the point is perfect 
for the inner corner

MAC 228 
Synthetic Mini 
Shader Brush

ABH A23 Pro 
Large Tapered 
Blending Brush

prefer this over fan 
brushes

BRUSHES
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Dior DiorSkin Rosy Glow 
Blush in 1

mimics the natural rose-ness, 
incredible on everyone

Huda Beauty Faux Filter 
Foundation

for normal-to-dry skin providing 
medium-to-full coverage

MAC Studio Fix Fluid SPF 15 
Foundation

a MUA staple, matte & stays all day 
on all skin types

Buxom WanderLust Primer 
Infused Blush in Havana & 

Mykonos 

Too Faced Born This Way 
Foundation

for normal-to-dry and sensitive 
skin

Too Faced Peach Perfect 
Comfort Matte Foundation

perfect for normal-to-oily skin 
types and daytime wearers

MAC Cosmetics Blush in 
Peaches & Mocha 

Dior Forever Skin Glow 

Dior Backstage Foundation

very natural finish

Loreal Infallible Pro Glow 
Foundation 

Estee Lauder Double Wear 
Stay In Place Foundation

a MUA favourite – great for 
normal-to-oily skin 

Fenty Pro Filter Soft Matte 
Longwear Foundation

a self-setting, longwearing & matte 
foundation

BLUSHES

FOUNDATION
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Tarte Shape Tape Concealer

ideal for conturing and concealing,
matte finish

MAC Studio Fix Powder Plus 
Foundation

smooth on camera

ABH Soft Glam

works for day-today and evening looks

Too Faced Sculpting Concealer

dewy finish, works on all skin types

Laura Mercier Loose Setting 
Powder

works on all skin types, natural finish

Huda Beauty New Nude Palette

lots of pink and neutral tones, can be 
used for day-time & evening looks

MAC Studio Fix Conceal & 
Correct Palette

thicker texture and high coverage

BECCA Hydra Mist Set & 
Refresh Powder

Huda Beauty Easy Bake 
Powder

CONCEALERS 

POWDERS 

EYESHADOW PALETTES 
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Benefit Goof Proof Eyebrow 
Pencil

Benefit Gimme Brow Becca Under Eye Brightening 
Corrector in Light 

KEY PRODUCTS 

BROWS COLOR 
CORRECTOR 

EXTRA RECOMMENDATIONS 

Urban Decay All Nighter 
Setting Spray

must have!

Benefit Porefessional Face Primer Too Faced Hangover Primer MAC Prep & Prime

not a setting spray, adds great 
hydration

NYX Matte Liquid Liner Benefit Hoola Matte Bronzer Dior Backstage Glow Face 
Palette
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M O D U L E  0 2 

SKIN PREP, ANALYSIS AND CORRECTION
In this module – Nilo discusses how to understand your skin type, how to chose the right foundation and 

goes into depth about skin undertones.

When it comes to skip types – there are 5 basic categories – and you need to decide what your skin type is 

to figure out products and techniques that work the best for you. 

1. Dry 

2. Oily  

3. Combination 

4. Sensitive 

5. Mature 

The model used has an oily T-Zone and normal skin around it – the products used are based on her skin type 

and issues but the techniques used can be altered and adjusted according to the kind of skin you have. 

Starting off with SKIN PREP! 

Nilo starts prepping the face with a moisturizer, and uses her fingers to apply the product (First Aid Beauty 

Ultra Repair Moisturizer). The reason Nilo uses her fingers and not brushes is because using your fingers 

allows for the product to penetrate deeply which results in a better base for makeup. When it comes to 

preference of WHEN to apply skincare, Nilo prefers put on fresh skincare just a little before makeup applica-

tion. When applying moisturizer – make sure you go everywhere; around the nose, lips, under eye along with 

the chin and jawline. Once you’re done rubbing in your moisturizer for maximum absorption, it’s now time to 

prime! 

Onto PRIMING! 

Since the model used here has two different skin types, the primers used will reflect that. If you have only 

one kind of skin type then feel free to use only one type of primer. For the models oily t-zone area, Nilo 

uses Benefit’s Porefessional Primer which is silicone based - it will help fill in pores and absorb excess shine 

and oil. Once again, fingers are being used for product application. Once models t-zone area has been 
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addressed based on her skin type, we can move on to the rest of the face. Here, Nilo uses Too Faced’s 

Hangover primer which is not for oily/combination skin type – it works best on combination to dry skin, is 

not silicone based and feels like a moisturizer upon application. This primer is applied on the models fore-

head, jawline and all other remaining areas. When applying primer, its always good to let it sit on top of skin, 

enough that it does it jobs but not so much that it cannot be absorbed by the skin. 

Working on skin issues before makeup application is vital!

Let’s talk SPRAYS! 

If you want to put back hydration into your face without shifting the skincare and priming you’ve just done, 

use the MAC Fix+ - remember, this isn’t a makeup setting spray. It’s used to add back hydration into your 

face. The FIX+ is such a versatile product – it can be used before, during or after makeup application. The 

second spray used is the Too Face Hangover Priming Spray that is ideal for combination to oily skin – it’s a 

genius skincare/primer hybrid! For the third layer of spray – the Urban Decay All Nighter is used. 

Now that we’ve covered skin prep, let’s talk FOUNDATIONS!

The first step when it comes to foundations is not finding your perfect foundation, but determining what 

your UNDERTONE is! Let’s break this concept down slowly. 

Undertones

There are two types of undertones, COOL (yellow) and WARM (beige). Now you may have two foundations 

that are the very same shade, but based on their undertone, they will give off a completely different finish. 

There’s a simple rule that can be applied to any brand of foundation – if by looking at it you think it looks 

more yellow, its cool toned but if you’re looking at it and it seems more beige, know that it’s warm toned. 

Insider Trick – If you live in a place where there’s a hot climate, use the 

Urban Decay All Nighter spray to help your makeup stay on longer!
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If you notice the models skin, you will see some prominent yellowness – this means that a cool toned foun-

dation will suit her better. A simple (but not always correct) way of determining whether your skin is cool or 

warm toned is to check your veins. Blue veins generally mean that you have a yellow/cool undertone where 

as green veins generally mean you have beige/warm undertones. A few other simple tricks that anyone can 

use to determine whether you’re cool or warm toned are – 

1. If you’re a person who looks better wearing gold jewellery – chances are you’re yellow/cool toned 

whereas if you’re someone who thinks silver jewelry suits them more – then you may be warm/beige 

toned! 

2. Another test will be to see if you have natural pinkness in your cheeks. If you do, you’re more inclined 

towards being warm toned as opposed to being cool toned. Mostly, but not always, warm toned skin 

types are either very fair, or very deep toned. 

Taking the time and effort to determine what undertone you are will help you use your products much more 

effectively! Most South Asian community women prefer a yellow undertone based foundation since it gives 

a brighter finish and makes your skin look fairer. Beige/warm undertone foundations can make your skin 

tone look deeper than it is – opt for such a foundation if you have a deeper skin tone. On the model you can 

see the use of warm and cool under foundations and the difference it makes in your look. 

Left side – cool undertone Right side – warm undertone
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Let’s move on to FOUNDATION MATCHING! 

The best way to match and find your perfect foundation is to apply it on your jaw line and then blend it 

upwards and downwards, making sure to dab it in well. Once you’ve done that, leave the store and check 

what your foundation looks like after 30 minutes. There will be times when oxidization has taken place and 

the color has turned darker.

Once you’re done with foundation application using a brush, take a wet Beauty Blender and start dabbing on 

to your skin. This will help remove any lines, marks or product buildup, which is usually around the hairline 

and eyebrows. Focus on dabbing near areas where there’s a hair to get rid of the product build up! 

Time to talk CONCEALERS! 

Just like foundations, concealers also have different tones. A yellow toned concealer will brighten whereas a 

pink toned concealer will color correct. If your aim is to color correct, go with a pink toned concealer but if 

you don’t need color correction, then go with a yellow toned concealer! 

What is oxidization? Oxidization is when your foundation turns darker due to oils in 

the skin. Go back and try out a lighter shade of foundation when this happens!

pink tonedwarm toned
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On the model, Nilo uses a Real Techniques Concealer brush. The warmth of the concealer cancels the 

darkness under her eyes – which is easier than color correction. Light strokes are key here! Warm undertone 

concealers can also be used on top of your eyes – the beige in the undertone of the concealer will help in 

the cancellation of darkness without the need for color correction. Ideally in daytime looks, warm conceal-

ers should be used as less product is needed and it looks natural. For evening looks where more coverage is 

required, cooler toned concealers and color correction is appropriate.

AfterBefore
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COLOR CORRECTION 

STEP # 1 – Color Correction

If you have dark under eyes, or puffy under eyes it’s always good to start with de-puffing eye patches as a 

good base. Used on the model are the Pixi Detoxifeye eye patches that will give a cooling sensation – press 

these in so they can work their magic! 

Let’s kick things off with a MAC 195 Synthetic Concealer Brush which is great since it has a wonderful point 

that will help you really get in there! Using the Becca Light Under Eye Brightening Corrector in peach will 

help color correct the purple-ness in the models skin. This product has a great tacky texture that will adhere 

really well to the skin, perfect for a base product! 

Tip – How do you know when to take of 

your eye patches? A good test is to see 

if they aren’t as cool or wet anymore – 

this means they’re done!
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The key with correctors is to apply a nice thin layer since our aim is to only change the color of the skin. 

Being careful here will really make a difference in your finished look. Using too much product in this step = 

a cakey finished look! Apply the color corrector under your eyes till you see the discolored part of your skin 

end – making sure pat it in well. Gentle pats are key! Here you can also use a sponge but make sure it’s not 

too wet – you don’t want to product to be lifted away because of a beauty blender that’s too wet! 

STEP # 2 – Concealing

Let’s move on to concealing now that we are done with color correction. Used here is the Too Faced Born 

This Way Super Coverage Concealer in the shade Nude. This is a great hydrating concealer that is not 

matte, doesn’t get into creases or fine lines and gives off a smooth finish. 

Tip – If you have puffy eyes, use hydrating concealers. 

Hydration is key in reducing puffiness! 
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Using the same MAC 195 brush that was used for color correction, we will start applying the concealer. The 

goal here is to move the product from the inner corner and then pat it towards the outer corner in a gradi-

ent. This is why the small edges of this brush are so good! Patting is key! Once you’re done, let the concealer 

set and dry itself. Remember, at this point we are only concealing, not brightening up the under eye area. 

These steps work well to light to medium skin tones. If you have a deeper skin tone, replace the peach cor-

rector with an orange one!

Next, use a DRY beauty blender to blend everything to perfection! A wet beauty blender used here would 

absorb too much product and at times even erase the previous efforts. You want to make sure you’re push-

ing the product in when using a dry beauty blender – the closer product is to your skin, the more natural the 

finish will be! Make sure you erase the edges so everything blends seamlessly into the skin! 
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STEP # 3 – Brightening 

To brighten things, the Tarte Shape Tape concealer is used in the shade Light Sand, directly from the ap-

plicator. It’s applied a little below the eyes, as seen in the image below. It’s vital to insure that it gels well on 

top of the products applied previously and to push into the skin with a damp beauty blender. Making sure to 

take time to layer and blend each product is important since that is what will give your under eyes a smooth 

finish. 

STEP # 4 – Setting 

Now to set the products used earlier and to ensure they last all day, a small powder brush is used along with 

Laura Mercier’s Translucent Setting Powder. The product is a MUA favorite because of how natural, light-

weight and long lasting it is. 

Tip – Try opting for something light and translucent at this stage to set 

since we are no longer adding coverage, only setting! 
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Always remember, there is a chance of movement happening in the under eye region, especially if you have 

puffy eyes! Setting it would ensure the there’s no creasing and if you feel like the powder is giving a cakey 

look – don’t worry! The skin will absorb some for a more natural look! 

The basics of FRECKLE COVERAGE 

Whether you want to cover up your freckles or not – that is a choice based on personal preference. What is 

shared here is HOW to cover up freckles; if that’s the look you’re going for! 

The best way to cover up freckles is through color correction – there are a variety of color correction sticks 

available in the market, like the Max Factor ones used on the model. There are a few rules to remember 

when it comes to color correction – which you can then apply to your personal needs. 

Green color correctors are used to cancel out redness and works well on anything with brown/red under-

tones like acne, red spots and freckles. 

right – powderleft – no powder
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Purple color correctors will always be used to revitalize and add in a brightening effect on dull skin. There 

are many MUAs who use purple color correctors all over the faces too lighten skin tone, if needed. 
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To blend in the color correctors make sure you use a damp beauty blender so that some of the product 

applied on to the skin is absorbed by it. We want to let some of the effect of the color cancellation to remain 

on the face. Make sure you are poking and pressing the product into the skin and not rubbing it away. The 

key here is to stain the tone of the skin so that color correction can work its magic! 
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Once color correction is out of the way it’s time to put on the your foundation/tinted moisturizer/BB cream 

or whatever you prefer to finish of your skin! A BB cream is always a good idea if you’re in a hurry but always 

remember to tap in product and make sure you get everywhere - from the hairline all the way to your neck, 

including the corners of your nose, brows and ears. 

AfterBefore
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COVERING DARK CIRCLES 

In this module, an in-depth look into choosing the right correctors and how to cover light and dark under 

eye circles is taught. Baking, brightening and avoiding under eye creasing is also talked about in-depth! 

To kick things off, a MAC Cosmetics Pre & Prime Highlighter in Bright Forecast is used – it’s liquid and has a 

built-in brush so application is easy. There are times when cream products are used but using a liquid cor-

rector (where you can) at this stage will help you a little more in achieving a non-cake-y final look! Make sure 

you color correct the entire area, getting as close to the under eyelashes as possible. Another point to re-

member is to let the color corrector dry before applying concealer. Failing to give enough time for the color 

corrector to dry would mean that when you apply your concealer on top of it – it will change the concealer 

tones into orange – definitely not a look we’re going for! (Drying time – 5 minutes)
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Next, step is to start blending with a damp beauty blender. Just like in the last module, we want to make 

sure that the product is staining the skin, not sitting on top of it so having a damp beauty blender helps you 

achieve that look! 

Time to move on to concealing and there’s an easy rule to remember to help you avoid the dreaded cake-y 

look! If you’re using a cream corrector, make sure you use a liquid concealer on top (as was done in the last 

module). In this session though, since we started off by using a liquid corrector, we will be using a cream 

based concealer on top. Bringing in complexity in textures will help you achieve a non-caked up look under 

your eyes! 

Using the MAC Cosmetics 195 Synthetic Concealer Brush and a cream concealer in NC 25 (lighter shade 

to give off a brightening look) we can now start covering up the orange tones and brightening the under 

eye area. Once again, patting motions are the best to ensure that the product is not being brushed away. 

Another thing to keep in mind while using cream products is to use just as much as needed – using extra will 

give you a cake-y look and will settle into fine lines. If needed, you can also take the concealer up against 

your nose too! 
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With the help of a damp beauty blender, we will be tapping the product into the skin, giving it some move-

ment and blending it seamlessly into the skin. Pushing, not rubbing the product into the skin is what is 

needed for a flawless under eye area! 

After that, the Huda Beauty Easy Bake Powder and the MUFE Foundation Brush in 108 is used to BAKE the 

under eye! Baking gives you a lot more coverage in the under eye area, aids in the general brightening of the 

area and helps you in reducing creasing as well! Baking is literally all about just layering on the powder and 

then later dusting it away! 
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Onto removing the powder – make sure you are gentle and only remove the excess that is sitting on top! 

If you feel like the look is too powdery – don’t worry! It will absorb the oils and blend away! Remember to 

remove excess powder from your hair and clothes – it’s super easy to get rid off! 

To summarize – here are some tips to concealer lighter dark circles! 

-   Start off with a great color corrector – it’s all about the color you choose – not how much you apply! 

-   Next, using a full coverage concealer on top will give you a great-concealed look! 

-   Always finish off with a powder – whether it’s loose and not! Using a powder with some color will give 

you an added layer of coverage! 

Tip – Let the powder sit and bake for as long as possible! The longer you let it sit, 

the better the effects!
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Now if you have deeper dark circles, here’s what needs to be done! 

Use the same kind of concealer brush (MAC 195) but use a corrector that’s much more orange and deeper 

in tone (Charlotte Tilbury Magic Vanish Color Corrector) – the rest of the rules remain the same! Use just 

enough product, too much will give you a very heavy under eye look and pat in the product everywhere that 

it’s needed! 

Tip – A general rule to remember is that if you have lighter under eye circles, go 

with peach tone correctors. If you have darker under eye circles, you’ll need to use 

orange toned corrector, and depending on the darkness, even sometimes move to 

red tones!
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Many people have issues with darker eye lids too, so we use the same orange corrector on top of eye lids 

too! Use a very thin and even layer of product! If you will be using eye shadow later on – you can actually 

skip this step since all you will be needing is a good primer and your eye shadows but if you’re going for a 

no-makeup nude look – you’ll have to do this step! 

Next, using a damp beauty blender, absorb all of the excess product, making sure to blend the edges well 

before starting with the concealer (Tarte Shape Tape Contour Concealer). Once again, for the concealer 

application, a damp beauty blender is used in tapping motions to even out the orange ness. This is part two 

of color correction since we are using this concealer to even out the skin tone, not brighten it up! 

Incase at this point you want to add a little dewy-ness back into your skin, a great product is the Glow Reci-

pe Watermelon Glow Ultra-Fine Mist. 

The following step is to add a brightening effect to the under eye area and for this the Tarte Shape Tape 

Concealer in Light Sand is great! Start with applying it everywhere you previously applied the corrector and 

evening-out the concealer. Using a concealer that is a couple of tones lighter will help even out the previous 

work done and brighten up the area as well. This layering rule applies to evening out scars and acne marks 

too! Layers are vital! 

 

As always – make sure you taping, and not moving the products! 
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Now to wrap up the look, the MUFE Blending Powder Brush 122 is used to apply foundation (Huda Beauty 

#FauxFilter Foundation in Amoretti). What foundation you choose is up to you but having a foundation with 

fuller coverage will aid in keeping this look intact for longer! This brush will give you a wonderful air brushed 

look because of its unique bristles! After, using the Too Faced Peach Perfect Foundation powder that has a 

little bit of an orange tinge to it to bake the under eye area will lock all of the layers into place! Dusting it all 

over your face is also an option! This is a powder that will keep your face matte! If you feel your face looks 

too harsh with the powder, just spray on your favorite face spray!

Tip – Taking the time to buff in your foundation will give you the most flawlessly natural look!

AfterBefore
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COVERING ACNE + SCARS 

The products used to start correcting acne for the model in the module are the Becca Under Eye Corrector 

in Peachy Pink along with a MAC Cosmetics 195 Synthetic Concealer Brush. All you want to do at this stage 

is simply apply the product on top of the scar or acne mark you want to conceal and then pat on top with 

your fingers to make it smooth. If this is a mark that is within the skin, it can be easily camouflaged using 

makeup but if it’s sitting above the skin, there won’t be 100% coverage. 

If your acne has a red tinge, using a green color corrector will help in concealing those but if you have acne 

scars – using a peach color corrector is the way to go!
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Now comes the concealing part using the MAC Cosmetics NC25 Studio Fix Conceal and Correct Palette 

followed by patting motions on top of the marks. Patting motions are key here! You can directly go to using 

foundation at this part but if you are looking for more coverage, going with a cream concealer first will help 

a lot. Follow the cream concealer by using a beauty blender to absorb excess product with tapping and pat-

ting motions. Don’t take away too much product because then the acne scars will start showing up again!

Wrap up this look by choosing a foundation of your choice if you want an extra layer of coverage and for the 

concealing and correcting to last. You can skip the foundation part by going straight to a powder but some-

times that won’t be enough for an even look! 

Lastly, use a powder to set all your work into place. If you have flakes around your acne, make sure to press 

it down and push it in to your skin as much as possible. 

The most important tip to conceal acne and scarring is in the art of layering – layer your color corrector, 

concealer, foundation and wrap it up by packing on your powder in pressing motions so it sits super close to 

the skin for a flawless finish! 

AfterBefore

Tip – If you only want coverage for a pimple or two, use the spot-correcting method! 

Same techniques, just on the actual spot and not the entire face!
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M O D U L E  0 6

SHAPING THE FACE 

Observe your face shape before starting off with the contouring process. There’s a natural tendency to lean 

towards oval face shapes since they look the most symmetrical, therefore when contouring you want to try 

and bring the face to look as oval as you can. 

The general guideline for a cheek contour is to follow the top point of your ear and go down towards the 

inner corner of your lip – that is what will hug your cheekbones and make your face look thinner. 
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Contouring the cheeks and jawline using powders 

Bronzer is always a great choice to contour with since you can’t make it look too cool toned. The issue with 

using a powder contour that’s too cool toned is that can give you a very hollow look! Going warmer here is 

ideal! 

To start, use a flat brush (MAC Cosmetics 129 Synthetic Powder/Blush Brush) and take it from the top point 

of your ear (where the color should be the darkest) and bring it forward towards your lip with the color 

getting lighter – just like a gradient! Adding more is always easy but removing already applied product can 

be a pain – so start off with a light application. Make sure to buff out the line of the contour so it looks like a 

natural shadow – avoid sharp lines at all costs! To accentuate the shape of the face, you can take this down 

towards the jawline and along it. Bringing the curve up towards your temples will also give a nicer shape to 

the face. 

A general tip that is used by a lot of people to contour your face is using the ‘3 shape’ technique and while it 

works, it’s just a general contour. For a more precise look, use the techniques taught here! 

Contouring the nose

MAC Cosmetics Oval Synthetic 3 Brush is great for contouring the nose area. The first tip of a good nose 

contour is to pretend there is an invisible straight line going down both sides of your nose – that is where 

you contour line should be! Whether you have a nose with a bump, or it’s slightly crooked – follow this rule 

as to where you should be contouring. Start your contour at the very edge of your eyebrow where there is a 

little groove and bring the contour down the side of the nose keeping the line as straight and thin as pos-

sible! Make sure it hugs the tip of your nose and replicate it on the other side! Now if you want the look of 

having a ‘lifted’ tip of your nose, create a little ‘V’ shape and it will help in giving a lifted look when everything 

is buffed out! 

Tip – 40% of any powder product applied on the face will be absorbed by your skin! You 

don’t want your application to be too light otherwise it will disappear! 
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Next, take a skin color powder and place it right on top of the contour. This will ‘diffuse’ the contour – it 

will still be there but just not as brown and obvious. You can use your fingertips to blend in the contour and 

skin color powder together – as simple as it is – this is one of the best ways to blend out your contour. To 

brighten the rest of the face, take a powder that is one shade lighter than your skin tone and pat it in well! To 

help create even more ‘shape’ on your face, take a powder that is two tones darker and place it between the 

contour and where you just placed the lighter powder. This is what will give your face a shape in the most 

natural way. 
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3-D Blush 

To apply blush (MAC Cosmetics in Peaches), locate the contour line and then slightly above it is where you’ll 

start applying your blush. Choosing a matte blush is always ideal since using a blush with shine will make 

your face look bigger when the light hits it. Next, using a more pink toned blush (Dior Diorskin in Rosy Glow) 

and place it on the beginning of your cheekbone to help create a 3-dimensional blush look! Applying a pink 

highlighter (Dior Glow Face Palette) just along the top of the blush will further enhance the 3-D look – using 

your fingers is just perfect since it will warm up the product as well! 

AfterBefore
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Cream contour for cheekbones and jawline

The first step in cream contouring is to choose the right color – gravitating towards warmer tones here 

would help (Huda Beauty TanTour in Light) tremendously. Using the MAC Cosmetics 195 brush (or any with 

a tip that will help you create a straight line) start from the top point of the ear and go down to the inner 

corner of your lip. Be very careful since making a mistake with cream contour is very hard to erase! Make a 

line that is thicker towards the top, and thins out as we go towards the lip! Repeat the same thing on the jaw 

line going from thicker to thinner. Take a stippling brush next and let’s get buffing. Make sure as you’re going 

in circles to buff everything out, you are pushing the contour up – you don’t want to go below as that will 

give a messy look. 
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Cream Contour For Nose 

Following the same steps as powder contour will help you set the base here. To buff out the cream contour 

lines, use a damp beauty blender and remember to push the blender into the skin, not move it left or right. 

This will help you create a shadow and change the structure of your face. 

Once the base layer of cream contour is done, setting it with a skin-toned powder is next, just like what was 

done in the powder contour look.  You could use two colored powder as was shown in the powder contour 

look but using just one tone will also give you the look you want! To finish off the nose – you a light/yellow 

toned concealer down in the middle to help create more shape and keep it matte! Breaking the two straight 

lines at the sides is very important otherwise they will end up making your nose look very long. 

Tip – Matte skin looks great on camera and in selfies!
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MAKEUP FOR MATURE SKIN  

Understanding what’s happening with the skin is the first thing you should do – whether it’s oily or dry, 

whether it needs color correction or not – identify your needs first. 

Starting off with under eye patches to de-puff the eyes is a great idea (mature skin tends to have puffy eyes) 

– you can even use ice cubes, or a clean cloth dabbed in cold water). Most mature skin tends to be dry-to-

normal but this is ofcourse variable from person to person. For dry mature skin, start things off with an oil 

(Tarte Maracuja Oil) to prep the skin, and let it sit for about 5 minutes.

Tip - Make sure you remember to blot off any excess oil at the end of the 5 minutes – we are 

looking to add hydration and luminosity, not oily-ness! If extra hydration is required, feel free 

to use a product like MAC Fix+
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Kick things off by applying a light color corrector, ensuring you don’t apply too much product and follow it 

up by concealer – one that doesn’t get too cakey! (Miracle Age Rewind Concealer by Maybelline) – it’s im-

portant to make sure you’re not pushing the product away, focus on patting it in and making sure it’s sitting 

close to the skin so it looks as natural as possible)

For foundation, use the MAC Cosmetics Studio Face and Body Foundation (very natural!) and a stippling 

brush (placement) along with a damp beauty blender for a great, natural finish! 

To spot correct any marks – choose a pink undertone concealer and pat it right on top of the area.

When you’re choosing a powder – make sure it’s one that gives a very light and natural finish – nothing that 

emphasizes dryness) Dusting on powder instead of patting it on will give off a non-cakey finish! You can 

also set your under eyes at this point! Don’t forget to pat on some powder on top of acne marks for added 

coverage! 

For blush, the DiorSkin Rosy Glow Blush is ideal – it will mimic the natural blush tones. Adding a little bit of 

bronzer to the top of your cheeks and on the jawline will give a bit of shape too! Follow that with a highlight-

er (using your fingers) to give dimension to the look (Becca Shimmering Skin Perfector Pressed Highlighter 

in Moonstone)

Tip – Did you know Mahira Khan also uses the same concealer?! It’s a fav of hers!
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On to eyes 

You can use a specialized primer, or concealer to prime your eyelids and follow that up with a pressed pow-

der (skin colored) to make everything matte. 

Tip – If you have darker brows, use a color that’s one or two shades lighter than your hair but 

if you have lighter hair, use a color that is two shades darker than the color of your hair!
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Using a combination of brow gel and brow pencil to fill in the brows and keep them in place with 

soft upward strokes! 
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For a simple eye look, kick things off with a matte eye shadow pencil, followed by a similar toned shadow on 

top. Use a similar shade on the crease to blend the two shadows together for a seamless finish. Using kohl 

pencil instead of liquid liner is recommended since it will go on smoothly, even on bumps! Don’t worry if it’s 

not too neat – we will be smudging it later on! When smudging it out – make sure it’s giving off a smokey 

effect near the lashes. Finish off the look with a highlighter under the brow bones and the inner corner of the 

eye to open up the space. Add mascara (ideally, waterproof!) to wrap up the look! 

For the lips – 

A combination of Whirl (lip pencil) by MAC Cosmetics and Dusty Rose (liquid lipstick) by ABH Cosmetics 

can be used, following the natural lip shape. 
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Knowing how to use the product right is the most important factor in dealing with mature skin!

AfterBefore
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NATURAL MAKEUP LOOK 

A natural makeup look is a look where your skin looks like skin during the day time along with beautiful 

brows and flushed rosy cheeks! 

Face 

To achieve this look, lets start of with priming your face (Huda Beauty Complexion Perfection Makeup Base 

9 is the most hydrating primer!) and let your skin absorb it! Blot of any access with a tissue, if needed. Using 

your fingers to apply the primers works super well since you can feel the primer gliding everywhere – mak-

ing sure you don’t miss area!

To start the color correcting process, a combination of the MAC 195 Synthetic Concealer Brush and the 

Becca Under Eye Brightening Corrector in Light is used. Deposit the color in the inner corner first and then 

take the access towards the outer side making sure you apply a thin layer and blend it well. You can always 

use your fingers if you feel like you’ve put on too much corrector. If needed – you can use a green color 

corrector for other imperfections. 

Follow this color correction with a foundation (Huda Beauty #FauxFilter Foundation in Panna Cotta) and a 

stippling brush. (MAC Cosmetics 130 Synthetic Short Duo Fibre Brush) If too much coverage isn’t required 

you can always dilute the foundation for a finish that you want. 

How to dilute the foundation – use a damp beauty blender and a light foundation (MAC Face & Body in N3) 

to move your foundation, which will give you a very natural finish! Dabbing motions are key here! At this 

point, don’t forget to go down on your jawline and neck. 
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Now on to concealing – using the Tarte Shape Tape Contour Concealer in Light Sand and a beauty blender, 

blend out the concealer you’ve applied – making sure the skin absorbs as much as possible. After you’ve 

done concealing, make sure you set the under eye area by lightly dusting the powder, not patting it on top! 

(Laura Mercier Translucent Loose Setting Powder & MAC Cosmetics 217 Synthetic Blending Brush) 

For the rest of the face though, you can use a large powder brush (Hakuhodo Powder Brush) and lightly pat 

it on – we don’t want a creased look here!

Tip - If you feel like your foundation looks too harsh at this point – don’t worry! Soften the 

look with a facial mist! 
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Brows & Eyes

Using the Benefit Gimme Brow Volumizing Eyebrow Gel, add some color to the brows. Remember, if you’re 

working with light brow hair, the key is to not go too dark! Next, use a light brown powder (Make Up For 

Ever Pro Sculpting Brow Palette) and put it in between her brow hair, making sure you use a light color and 

don’t put on too much. If you don’t want to change the shape of your brow, just follow the natural guidelines 

– this will give your face a soft look! 

Now moving on to eyes – use a light primer like the MAC Cosmetics Paint Pot in Soft Ochre all over the eye 

lid area and if needed – smooth out any edges using your fingers. 

To finish this off and make it matte – set it with a skin tone colored powder. Setting it is important because if 

you don’t do this – it will crease! 

Pink Flushed Cheeks 

Using a liquid blush, like the NARS Liquid Blush in Orgasm, dot some of the liquid on top of her cheeks and 

then use your fingers to buff it in. The finger is the best tool to apply liquid blush. Once again – the key here 

it to not apply too much! Feel your cheekbones and apply alongside that. If you want to make it look even 

more natural – use a beauty blender to ‘blur’ the effect. Now to lock in this natural flush, use a light blush 

and set it (Dior DiorSkin Rosy Glow Blush) 

Tip – Eye primer dries out very fast so if you want to blend it – move fast!
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Now to start off with contour, use a combination of the Benefit Hoola Matte Bronzer and a MAC Cosmet-

ics 129 Synthetic Powder Brush and start by using circular motions towards the end of your cheeks bones. 

A good tip is to also bring the contour down towards the blush and make it look blended for a very natural 

look. 
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For an easy and quick way to contour your nose – take your blush brush, put a bit of bronzer on it and then 

fan it creating a sharp edge which you can then take down on both sides of your nose!  Take some powder 

on your fingers, and lightly buff out the contour lines you just made – this will make it look super natural. 

Layering and blending is key here. 

Moving on to highlighting (Dior Face Glow Palette) – lets start with a gold shade and using circular motions 

and the warmth from your fingers, buff it in and make it look natural. Next, use a bit of pink highlighter and 

use it on the apples of your cheeks to give a 3D blush look. Lastly, use the white on the bridge and tip of her 

nose. 
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Natural Eye Makeup Look 

Using the Huda Beauty New Nude Eye Makeup Palette, take the shade Tickle and apply it on the crease us-

ing circular motions to make the look soft and effortless. Next, use a NudeStix Matte Color Shadow in Pink 

Seychelles in the base of the eye and buff it out using your fingers.  
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Moving on to mascara – try to get as close to the base of your lashes as possible and then wiggle your brush 

back and forth (Lancome Paris Monsieur Big Mascara) as if you’re blow drying your lashes and pulling the 

hair out. 

When applying liner, (Inglot AMC Eyeliner Gel 77 & MAC Cosmetics 277 Angle Brush) – try creating a very 

thin line to finish off the eye look! With gel liner, try to go really slow by pressing the liner in first and then 

spreading it. 

Natural Lip Look 

Using the same NARS Liquid Blush in Orgasm and a lip brush, you can tint your lips to make them look as 

natural as possible. This will make your look cohesive and in-tone with the rest of the face. 

AfterBefore
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GLAM MAKEUP APPLICATION 

Face Prep 

Kick things of by applying a thick layer of primer to help your makeup last longer, and if needed, add a layer 

of setting spray right after your apply your primer to amp up the lasting power. This will also help you keep 

any face oils in control. 

Smokey Eye 

Start off by using the MAC Cosmetics Soft Ochre Paint Pot and 195 Synthetic Concealer Brush to prime 

your eyes, making sure to use your fingers to smooth it out. Choosing the right color is key in a good smokey 

eye look! 

Use a light cream base (Tom Ford Cream Color in Casino Deep Mauve) as your first transition color – nev-

er start with the darkest shade first! Next, using the Huda beauty Rose Gold Remastered Palette, select a 

peach shade and use it on your crease on top of the base you’ve already applied. After that, use the transi-

tion shade you’ve selected and apply it on top of the base. Using a black kohl pencil, create and smudge a 

black line on top of your lash line using any eye shadow brush. Set this with black eye shadow, using upward 

strokes. You can use your fingers to smudge it at this point. 

Tip - Whatever color you want to eye look to have – remember to use the very deepest and 

darkest shade of that color for the perfect smokey eye look! You will need three colors for a 

smokey eye – a crease color, a transition color and a base color! 
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Next, use a concealer to clean the area under her brow and create a nice edge, making sure to smooth it 

throughout. To create a little bit of shine in this otherwise matte look, use Bubbly from the eye shadow pal-

ette and place it where you just created clean lines. 

Using Benefit Cosmevvvtics’ Gimme Brow Volumizing Gel in 3.5, clean up the brows. 

Deep Dark Shade
Black Truffle

Kryolan
Professional Flat Brush 14
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If you do not have very dark under eye circles, using a liquid color corrector will do since they’re easier to 

blend! (MAC Cosmetics Prep + Prime Highlighter in Peach Lustre) – While you let this dry, you can work on 

your foundation. Using the Estee Lauder Double Wear Foundation, and a stippling brush, (or a beauty blend-

er) blend your foundation making sure to go down on your neck and ears. 

Now that the under eye corrector is done, move on to concealing using the Too Faced Multi Use Sculpting 

Concealer in Golden Beige and a damp beauty blender to blend everything together seamlessly, using tap-

ping motions. 

Next, pat on powder on top of your foundation to set everything in place, working in small areas so every 

part of the face and neck gets an even layer of powder. Follow this by using a mist to add radiance and 

hydration back into the face. 
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Onto contour and blush

Using the Huda Beauty Tantour in Light, apply the contour along your natural contour lines and use your fin-

gers to buff it out, creating upwards strokes and let the product self set. Follow this by using a blush, along 

the natural contour line which will give you a chiseled effect. If needed, use a little bit of bronzer towards the 

end of your cheekbones to warm things up! 

Highlight time!

Using the Becca Moonstone highlighter, highlight the top of your cheekbones using your fingers and circular 

motions to create the perfect glow. 

To finish of the eyes, line the lower lash line with a black kohl (Huda Beauty Life Liner Duo Pencil & Liquid 

Liner) making sure to tight line as well! 
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Wrap up the eye look with some mascara, making sure to extend the lashes and give separation. Before you 

finish the eye look, using a black eye shadow and a flat brush, line the lower lashes (hug) tightly. To create a 

transition, take a little bit of brown shadow and touch the edges of the black you just placed to give it that 

smokey edge! 

Any fall out at this point can be cleaned up by using loose powder and a large foundation brush and then 

scooping it away to brush away any fallout. 

Tip - Incase you get watery eyes during this step, use a cotton bud to absorb the 

water near the inner tear duct!

Anastasia Beverly Hills
Soft Glam - Noir

Laura Mercier
Translucent Loose Setting Powder

Kryolan
Professional Flat Brush 14

Make Up For Ever
Foundation Brush - Large - 108
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Finish of the look by completing the lips using MAC Cosmetics lipliner in Soar, following the natural lip line 

followed by Fenty Beauty Liquid Lipstick in Uncuffed. To stop the lips from looking flat, apply ABH’s Liquid 

Lipstick in Pure Hollywood on top, leaving a gap between the two colors to give a beautiful shape to the lips. 

If you want to add gloss, Too Faced’s Rich & Dazzling Lip Gloss in All The Stars can be added on top. 

AfterBefore
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GLOWING EVENING MAKEUP LOOK 

Glossy Skin Prep 

Start skin prep by applying a glow-y and hydrating primer (Too Faced Hangover Primer) and press it in well 

using your fingers. Let the skin absorb it and follow it with a hydrating mist if needed. To add some extra 

radiance into the skin for this look, use the Cover FX Custom Enhancing Drops in Moonlight- Shimmering 

Rose and apply it on all the higher areas of the face where the sun would naturally hit. Next, using the Becca 

Under Eye Corrector in Light, start the color correction process going from the inner corner and then mov-

ing outwards. At this point, you can also use the corrector on any spots if required. 

Follow this by foundation, MAC Cosmetics Studio Fix Foundation in NC 42 and stippling brush, starting 

from the jawline and building the product up. Use fewer products at the center of your face at this point 

since you will be adding more later. If needed, use a beauty blender along with a little bit of oil (Tarte Ma-

racuja Oil) to blend the foundation. This will add radiance and glow to the skin. Skip this step if you have oily 

skin! 
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Conceal and contour

Start concealing by using the Too Faced Born. This Way concealer in Golden Beige under the eyes as well as 

the center of your face to brighten and below the natural contour line and the chin. Follow this by using the 

LA Girl HD Pro Concealer in Beautiful Bronze to contour following the natural contour lines. If needed, you 

can also contour your nose using the same product to add some shape. 

Using a stippling brush, buff out the contour by pushing it in and then pushing it upwards to create a shad-

ow. A beauty blender can be used to blend out the concealer under your eyes and the rest of your face, 

pushing it downwards instead of upwards. 

Set using a powder the same color as your skin in patting motions (MAC Cosmetics Studio Fix Powder), 

followed by a powder 2 shades lighter than your skin tone to create brightness (under your eyes, underneath 

the contour, down your neck) 
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Follow this by a loose powder with yellow tones to BAKE under your eyes – this will add some more dimen-

sion. 

For the brows, use a brow gel to tame the brows and see if any more product is needed. Pushing the brow 

hair upwards towards the front will give an innocent look. Follow this by a brow pencil to fill in any gaps if 

required. 

Eye Look 

To start of the eye look, use a natural base like MAC Cosmetics Paint Pot in Soft Ochre. You can even use 

this to clean up under the brows. Follow this by a skin colored, or light powder to set it. Next, take Burnt 

Orange from the ABH Soft Glam palette and apply it on the crease – moving the brush in back and forth 

strokes. Follow this by taking a deeper brown, Rustic, and apply it a little below the crease to create a gradi-

ent look, using small circular motions to diffuse the color well. If needed, you can clean the edges using your 

fingers. Next, using a glitter (Stila Glitter and Glow Liquid Eyeshadow in Kitten Karma) add some dimension 

to the eye by following and covering the base of your eyes. If you want a softer effect, spread out the prod-

uct using your fingers. Using darker shadows, follow the crease and create more depth in that area to create 

a cut crease look. Add a deeper shade of shadow towards the end of the eye add even more depth to the 

look – use your fingers if necessary! 
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To open up the eyes more, use a lash curler and follow it with some mascara. If you will be applying false 

lashes afterwards, try not to use too much mascara at this point. Using a nude pencil in the water line will 

open up the eyes too! 

For highlighting the brow bone area, use a gold toned highlighter and lightly place it on top of the crease as 

well as in the inner corner. 
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To line your eyes, the NYX Matte Liquid Liner is a great product. Here, practice it key! The more you prac-

tice, the better you will be at applying liquid liner. Start by creating thin lines and then using the side of your 

brush to connect it together. For a winged liner look, create a line going towards the end of your brows and 

then join it together with the line you previously created. 

3-D Blush & Beaming Highlight

Start by using MAC Cosmetics Blush in Peach and follow the natural contour line in circular motions to 

guide your placement. Next, take the Dior Rosy Glow blush and apply this above the apples of your cheeks. 

Layering your blush gives it a 3-D look. Follow this by using a warm toned bronzer to start the completion of 

this look. 
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For a beaming highlight, layer your highlighting products. Start with using a liquid highlighter making sure to 

pat and press and then follow it up with a loose highlighter, once again, using your fingers to pat and buff it 

into the skin to make sure your skin shines and glows. Avoid this if you have texture and scars on your skin, 

since this will enhance them. 

Follow this by using a facial spray.  
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Perfect Peach Pout 

Using the lip liner, Whirl by MAC Cosmetics, create an X in the center to create that perfect pout! Follow 

this by a deeper shade of peach like Drivers Seat by Smashbox Cosmetics as a base. Next, Unbottoned 

by Fenty Beauty goes on top to give more dimension. Wrap up the lip look by applying an oil, like the Too 

Faced Peach Fuzz Lip Gloss to blend everything together. 

AfterBefore
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NATURAL BRONZE GLAM LOOK  

Skin Prep  

To get this look, start by moisturizing the face – anything works but the Glow Recipe Banana Soufflé Mois-

ture Cream looks really good under foundation. 

Next step is to prevent our under eye area from drying too much during concealer application so using a 

good eye cream here is key. 

Let’s move on to foundation! The Too Faced Peach Perfect Matte foundation in the shade Butter Scotch is 

perfect if you have a similar skin tone, and the best way to apply it is with the Make Up For Ever Buffer Blush 

Brush 154. This foundation gives a very natural look. 

For deeper skin tones, it works better if two shades of foundations are used. This will give your look a 3-D 

effect and will help you avoid getting the dreaded ashy look. 

Tip - To make sure every area of the skin is hydrated, spread your moisturizer to 

the neck, jawline and forehead as well. Don’t forget to press it into the skin well. 

Tip - Deeper shade – outer edges, around the mouth area 

         Yellow/lighter shade – towards the center
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For the center of the face, the shade Warm Sand is being used. This is to be applied right above where the 

darker shade of the foundation was previously applied, and to make everything look seamless take it to-

wards the center of the face, pushing it in. 

Here a Beauty Blender is not being used because this particular foundation is on the thinner side and the use 

of a Beauty Blender would absorb way too much product and not give much coverage. 

For South Asian women who have necks that are a different tone that your face you can: 

 1. Either match your neck tone and take it up towards your face  

 2. Match your face tone and bring it down towards your neck
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Color Correction

MAC Cosmetics Studio Fix Conceal & Correct Palette is a great choice! Start by applying the peach shade 

first, focusing most in the inner corner of the eye where it tends to be the darkest. 

For concealer, the Too Faced Born This Way concealer is being used in the shade Golden Beige – the idea 

is to go 3 to 4 shades lighter than your skin tone. Why? Because a lighter under eye area on bronze/deeper 

skin tones enhances the complexion and makes the skin tone look warmer. 

Golden Rule – Apply color corrector only where it’s needed!
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Use a clean Beauty Blender to absorb any extra concealer since applying more at the beginning is key to 

getting the best coverage. Set with a nice yellow-toned powder for brightness like the Huda Beauty Easy 

Bake Banana Powder. 

On the outer corners of the face, a different color should be used to create and maintain shape. 
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Eyes

Start by prepping with MAC Cosmetics Soft Ochre and the 252 brush to make the eye area nice and bright. 

You can take this under your brow and all over your lid – this wont crease! This will also help eye shadow 

stay on longer. You can always use your fingers to smooth it out. 

The palette used here is the KKWxMario palette. Start with the nude shade all over, or alternatively you can 

also use a skin colored powder. Next use a warm shade to sculpt the crease, starting your motions in the 

center and then moving the brush from left to right. 

After this, proceed to use an eye shadow stick like the Pixi Endless Shade Stick in Matte Cocoa and shape 

the eyes a bit along with the crease. The use of this cream eye shadow will enhance the color. Don’t fret 

if it’s not looking perfect at this stage – you will be following up with a warm rust toned color to make the 

shadow pop using the MAC 219 Smudge Brush. 
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Next, select a deeper brown shade and go towards the center of where the rust eye shadow was placed. A 

good blending brush to use is the MAC Cosmetics 252 brush which will help you blend everything together 

and soften it by going in small circles. 

Proceed by enhancing the light color in the inner corner by reapplying it. 

Using a liquid liner, make a nice thin line with a slight wing towards the end. Next apply lashes – here the key 

is to measure them first and if they’re too big – trim before application. It’s always a good idea to blend your 

false and real lashes together by applying mascara. If you want to hide the band of your lashes well – go 

over it again with your eye liner.

Tip – Looking down while putting on lashes is key to getting it right! 
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Nose Contour

To contour the nose use the Anastasia Beverly Hills Espresso powder and a MAC 109 Brush, the same shade 

will also be applied on the cheek bones. This will bring in warmth to the skin especially if you proceed to 

add a glowy highlight on top of the blush area. For blush, Anastasia Beverly Hills Cocktail Party is used. You 

can also highlight the temple area, over the lips and the collar bones. 

Lips

A great lip liner that works even better to contour the lips is MAC Cosmetics Lip Liner in Chestnut. Use this 

to over line the bottom lid if you feel like balance is needed. Follow up with Fenty Beauty’s Uncuffed as your 

base lip color. If you feel like your liner has disappeared at this point, you can always go over it again.

Tip – Smile before applying blush! The perfect blush placement is on the bubble of your cheek. 

Tip – Fold your lip in and follow the natural curve of your lip to see if the lip liner application is even. 
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Finish off the look with the MAC Cosmetics Fix+ to add hydration and set the makeup.
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VICTORIA’S SECRET ANGEL INSPIRED 
MAKEUP LOOK  

Skin Prep  

Start off by moisturizing the face well using your fingers, the Banana Soufflé Moisture Cream by Glow Reci-

pe is a good choice. Follow by using a good eye cream that will hydrate your under eye area. 

Next up is primer – one with built in radiance will give a wonderful glow to your overall look. Remember not 

to use a primer that is too shiny though, it might reflect light the wrong way and make your skin look ashy. 

Here you can use a brush or your fingers to apply it – whatever helps you blend it in better. Remember, 

whatever you do to the skin, you should do to your neck area as well. 

Now coming on to the T-Zone of the face, start by using the Benefit Porefessional Face primer. Once again, 

fingers can be used here to make sure the product is blended well into the T-Zone area. 

Tip – Let the skin absorb the skin care products before moving on to the next step. 
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Contouring  & Foundation

Here contouring will be done before foundation application because on darker skin tones, doing this step 

first helps it blend better and look more natural. A good option is the Huda Beauty Tantour Contour in the 

shade Medium, applied using a stippling brush from the top point of the ear to the inner corner of the lip. 

Sweeping the product using this path will give your contour a very 3-D look. You can also apply the contour 

on your jawline, side of your temples and tip of the nose if needed – remember, using a stippling brush will 

help you buff your product in a lot more naturally. 

Now moving on to foundation! Using two different shades is always a good idea when it comes to deeper 

skin tones. This will help your final look not be ashy. Start off with the MAC Cosmetics MatchMaster SPF15 

Foundation in shade 7.5 on the outside areas of your face first. Press the product into the skin and buff as 

you apply it. 
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For under eye concealing and correcting, use the MAC Cosmetics Pro Palette Studio Finish Skin Corrector x 

6. Start off by using the rich orange shade in the palette, aiming to use the most product where there is the 

most amount of darkness in your under eye area. With color correctors, it’s easy to go overboard and apply 

too much – remember not to do that. You are just trying to change the tone of your skin here; too much 

product is not required. 

As you move back to foundation, you can now use the lighter shade in the inner corner areas of the face, 

remembering to blend well where the darker shade of foundation was applied for a natural and seamless 

finish. 

Next, use a damp beauty blender and go over all the areas that you have applied the foundation. Doing this 

step will absorb any excess product and remove cake-iness from setting in on the face. 

Tip – Remember to buff foundation into your neck as well so the face and neck are the 

same shade. 
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Moving on to concealer, the Too Faced Born This Way Super Coverage Concealer in Tan is a good choice. 

This concealer is 3-4 shades lighter than the skin tone it is being applied on, which will give a nice 3-D look. 

The same concealer can even be used to contour, to give the face a little shape. A good tip is to let your 

concealer set for about a minute before you start to blend it out – this will help your concealer stay on super 

long. Using a beauty blender, push the product into your skin – making sure not to shift the product but to 

push it in. After this part is done, proceed to do the same all over the face so the different shades used to 

created dimension blend in together for a seamless finish. 

Tip – Stick with warm tone concealers if you want to avoid the ashy look! 
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The same concept will be used to set the face using powders – a lighter shade towards the inner side of 

the face and a darker shade towards the outer corners of your face. For the under eye area, using the Fenty 

Beauty Pro Filter Instant Retouch Setting Powder in Honey  to bake is a great choice because it has yellow 

tones in it which work wonderfully for deeper skin tones. Let the powder you’ve applied sit and ‘bake’ while 

you complete your eye makeup look. 

Eyes

Too Faced Melted Matte Eyeshadows are a great choice as primer since they go on as liquids but dry up 

with a powder finish. For deeper skin tones, avoid using a lighter primer; a primer that is closer to the actual 

skin tone will work better.  

Follow this application with shades from the Natasha Denona Gold Eye Shadow palette. Starting off, use 

a nude color from the palette to brighten the eye area just a bit - next use a deeper tone to shape the eye 

area by using it in the crease. Follow this by using a metallic shade, you can use your fingers here. With such 

a pigmented shade, you want to use the warmth of your fingers for application and apply it in downward 

strokes after lifting the lid. 
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Follow this by using the highlighter shade in Dior Backstage Highlighting palette and going over the crease 

area. This will help soften the sharpness and harshness of the crease. Next up, the Pixi Liquid Fairy Lights in 

the shade Rose Gold is applied to give a beautiful two-tone finish. Remember to follow the crease line as a 

guide.  Follow this with a liquid liner. To amp up the look, use a black eye shadow and smoke out the ends 

of where you applied your liquid liner just to add some more shade and dimension. Follow up with mascara, 

and if needed, false lashes too. They can make such a huge difference!
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Remember at this point to remove the powder applied to bake under the eyes. A good way to do this is by 

applying even more powder on your brush and then gently sweeping it away, ensuring you smooth it out in 

the process. 

To wrap up the eye look, remember to focus on your brows. Sometimes all that is needed is a good brow gel 

to comb out the brows and set them in place. If needed, using a product like the Benefit Brow Style in Warm 

Deep Brown will make it super easy for you to do your brows. 

If needed, you can always use a warm powder contour to go over the work you’ve done before to make it 

really pop and give a beautiful shape to the face – this will also add a lot of depth and dimension. 
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Follow this by adding blush and highlighter. For blush the MAC Cosmetics Blush in Raizin is amazing for 

deeper skin tones, and blends in effortlessly. This is a very popular blush shade for deeper skin tones. For 

highlight, the Bobbi Brown Highlighting Powder in Bronze Glow is beautiful for deeper skin tones. Using 

fingers is perfect for this product since it gives such an amazing glow. You can apply this on the tip of your 

nose and cupid bow too! If you feel like you’d like to enhance the blush even more – a good option is the 

Buxom blush in shade Goa. Follow this up with a few sprays of the MAC Fix+
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If you want to enhance the chest area – a good product to use is the Huda Beauty N.Y.M.P.H Body Blur and 

Glow in the shade Aphrodite since you don’t need to set it. Adding glow here would help enhance the glow 

on the face too. 

Lips

The trick to creating nude lips on deeper skin tones is to use a lip liner that is 3 to 4 shades darker than the 

color of your skin and then follow it up with a nude liner that is much lighter. Start with the KKW Nude Lip 

Liner in shade 3 and follow the natural lip shape. After this, apply the KKW Beauty Nude Crème Lipstick in 

the shade 3.5 as the base shade – here you can go over the lip liner a little bit but still let some of it show 

since that is what will help your lips not look washed out. You can always go back with your lip liner to rede-

fine the lips once you’re done applying lipstick. Top it off with a Fenty Beauty Gloss Bomb in case you want 

to achieve a soft, airy look.


